The Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) at Argonne National Laboratory Is being upgraded to to simulate extreme conditions in a reactor. This facility will be used to subject test assemblies of fuel bundles to very rapid and intense power transients. This paper will describe in detail the manual reactor control system and Its Interfaces with the plant protection system the automatic reactor control system. The CRIS stands between the source of all requests for rod motion from both the manual and the automatic control systems and the rod drive mechanisms. The system acts to minimize the probability that the consequence of an operator error or equipment malfunction will require Intercession by the reactor trip system. The CRIS is designed to limit reactivity insertion rates by restricting the MRCS to single and sequential rod withdrawals while allowing multiple rod Insertions. All operations of the CRIS can be overridden by the reactor trip system.
INTRODUCTION
The Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) at Argonne National Laboratory West located on the site of the National Reactor Engineering Laboratory near Idaho Falls, Idaho is being upgraded to simulate extreme conditions in a reactor. This facility will be used co subject test assemblies of fuel bundles to very rapid and intense power transients. The reactor control system (RCS) provides control and Interlock interfaces with the control rod drive assemblies and the support and instrument systems required to operate the reactor. The RCS is designed to (1) provide the information and control functions required to start up the reactor from a shutdown state, (2) to conduct operations and irradiate experiments In both steady-state and transient modes, (3) to shutdown the reactor either manually or automatically at the attainment of predetermined but variable power levels, transient energy releases or time periods and (4) to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition during removal oi test or calibration equipment from rhe reactor.
The principle elements in the RCS are the control and interlock interfaces with the electric and hydraulic rod operating systems, the manual reactor control system (MRCS) and the automatic reactor control system (ARCS). The ARCS has been described elsewhere.
This paper describes the the manual reactor control system, the control rod Interface system ( The operator controls the rod positions during startup and steady-state operations by means of electrically interlocked, manually operated switches. The rod select switches allow the operator to choose one of the four rods in each group for a withdraw operation, or, if an insert operation is to be performed, the operator may select the "ALL" position. The "INSERT-WITHDRAW" switches allow the operator to move the selected rod In the desired direction. The system is designed so that only one rod may be withdrawn under manual control at any one time. Attempting to activate more than one "WITHDRAW" switch will cause all withdrawal activity to stop until such time as only one "WITHDRAW" switch is activated. The switch sections are arranged so that It Is possible to Insert one transient rod while withdrawing one control rod.
For the compensation and control rods the control rod Interlock system interfaces with the rods at a motor starter. The interlock design requires the coincident assertion of two enabling terms at this interface to energize the motor starter. The logic criteria Imposed on an operator request for rod motion Is shown in figure 3. The system used to Insert a transient rod under manual control Is Identical to that for the compensation and control rods except that no motor starter In Involved. In place of the motor starter the transient rods are operated by a servo system which, in the manual mode, responds to a voltage signal generated by the control rod interface system.
CONTROL ROD INTERLOCK SYSTEM
The control rod interlock system for each bank of rods is comprised of two sections, the roa select logic, and the rod operation logic.
The rod select logic Is common to all four rods in a bank and provides the interface between the manual reactor control system and the rod operation logic. for Che Individual rods. The Insert lines are further processed by a set of "OR" gates to allow the Insertion of all four rods In a bank when the select switch is in the "ALL" position and the master runback switch is asserted. The following narrative explains the logic.
withdraw command bus. a high on any line In this bus signifies a rod withdrawal command. Gate A4 is used to turn off the the withdraw command if a second withdraw command is detected. Gate A7 generates ar. alarm when this condition is detected.
If a simultaneous "INSERT" and "WITHDRAW" command is received due to some malfunction, gate A6 provides the alarm function. Gate A5 detects simultaneous "INSERT" and "WITHDRAW" commands at the motor starter and gate 04 generates the Control Rod Logic Fault alarm. In order to check out the fault detection features of the rod operation !ogic jumpers Jl, J2, J3, and J4 are provided on the board. These jumpers allow fault conditions to be simulated for system checkout and verification of circuit integrity without compromising the actual circuit components.
The rod operation logic requires the following signals in order to function; a withdraw enable or Insert enable from the rod select logic board, a transient not enabled signal from the reactor mode switch, and a manual enable command generated by the rod select logic.
Since two separate jssertlons must exist before rod motion is allowed two solid state relays must be active before the motor starter can be activated. There is one relay each for the Insert and withdraw commands and a third relay which makes up the common leg of the motor starter.
The Third relay i i. controlled by gate A8 and requires either an Insert or withdraw enable signal, and a manual enable signal and a control rod notion request be present before ac 11 vac ion.
If the manual switch is set to select rod 2 and the withdraw switch is then activated, then both inputs of gate WA2 will go low causing Its output to go high. The output signal Is buffered and delivered to a withdraw line. The information is passed ,via the system back-plain buss, to the rod operation logic board for the rod selected.
The rod operation logic provides the interface between the rod select logic and the motor controllers or servo system. There is one board for every rod In the system which provides the following functions;
It operates the rods via manual controls when no transient enable signal Is present, It generates two separate 'jertlons before rod motion Is permitted, It prevents the withdrawal of more than one rod at a time, and it annunciates any attempt to withdraw more than one rod.
The interlock system for the transient rod system is identical to that of the compensation and control rods except that no motor smarter is used to control the rods. In place of the solid state relays there is an additional circuit card for each transient rod containing a transient rod drive generator which develops a voltage proportional to the position of the transient rod.
To generate this position information the output of the rod control logic "withdraw", "enable", ind "insert" commands are used to gate a dig.tal clock and deliver pulses to a 12 bit up/down binary counter. The digital outputs of the counter are connected to a 12 bit digital-to-analog converterThe output of tho sealer is prevented from rolling over by a s<;t of "exclusive or" gates which monitor the sealer output for all zero and all ones and g.ue off the proper clock when this condition is detectedIn this manner analog rod position can be developed and delivered to the appropriate Input on thitransient rod controller.
The output of the I)-A converter is buffered and delivered to the Iranslvn; T.od Signal Irterfac. for distribution to th.. Transient Rod servo systems. 
